Operating Instructions
Please Leave For Occupant

Description
The SVIT-GRX-SH-WH, SVIT-MIR-SH-WH, SVIT-GRX-DR-WH, SVIT-MIR-DR-WH infrared hand-held remote control provides remote shade operation from the palm of your hand. The infrared hand-held remote control transmits signals to Lutron Shading Systems, Maestro IRs and GRAFIK Eye® to control the Lutron shaded devices. The infrared hand-held remote control has no effect on the Electronic Drive Unit (EDU).

Basic Operation
Point the infrared hand-held remote control at the Lutron shading system, then use the buttons as shown below.

Press On button once: Light goes to full on Maestro IR® or Scene 1 on GRAFIK Eye®
Press Off button once: Light goes off
Press Open button once: Shade opens/goes to its upper limit
Press Close button once: Shade closes/goes to its lower limit
Press here to raise light
Press here to lower light
Press here for favorite scene on Maestro IR® or Scene 1 on GRAFIK Eye®
Press here to raise shade
Press here to lower shade
Press for favorite preset

Notice: Tapping any button while the shade is moving will stop the shade

Battery Replacement
The SVIT-GRX-SH-WH, SVIT-MIR-SH-WH, SVIT-GRX-DR-WH, and SVIT-MIR-DR-WH infrared hand-held remote controls use 2 AAA batteries which are pre-installed (see diagram). Do not use NiCad batteries.

To replace batteries:
1. Remove the battery cover.
2. Replace with 2 size AAA alkaline batteries as shown.
3. Replace the battery cover.

Install 2 AAA Alkaline batteries with terminals as shown.

Press on arrow, slide and lift off battery cover.

The infrared hand-held remote control is safe for use around baths and spas.

Notice: Do not submerge in water.

Technical Assistance
ADDITIONAL LUTRON SALES OFFICES:
Germany
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036
Tel: +61.60.282.3800
Fax: +61.60.282.1243
France
Lutron LTG, S.A.R.L.
90 rue de Villiers
92300 Levallois-Perret,
Fax: +33-01.41.05.42.80
France
Lutron LTC, S.A.R.L.
90 rue de Villiers
92300 Levallois-Perret,
Fax: +33-01.41.05.01.80
France
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Rd, Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299,
Tel: +86.21.6288.1473
Fax: +86.21.6288.1751
Japan
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Rd, Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299,
Tel: +86.21.6288.1473
Fax: +86.21.6288.1751
Singapore
Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
7200 Suter Rd, Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299,
Tel: +86.21.6288.1473
Fax: +86.21.6288.1751

Lutron will, at its option, repair or replace any unit that is defective in materials or manufacture within one year after purchase. For warranty service, return unit to place of purchase or mail to Lutron at 7200 Suter Rd, Coopersburg, PA 18036-1299, postage pre-paid.

This warranty is in lieu of all other express warranties, and the implied warranty of merchantability is limited to one year from purchase. This warranty does not cover incidental or consequential damages.

LUTRON'S LIABILITY ON ANY CLAIM FOR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE MANUFACTURE, SALE, INSTALLATION, DELIVERY, OR USE OF THE UNIT SHALL NEVER EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE UNIT.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from state to state. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, or limitation on how long an implied warranty may last, so the above limitations may not apply to you. These products may be covered under the following U.S. patents/ DES 391,924; and corresponding foreign patents.

Lutron, the Sunburst logo, Sivoia, Sivoia QED, Maestro IRs, GRAFIK Eye®, and Spacer System are registered trademarks of Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.
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